DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
If you don't believe me, about London and England, read what
Kurt von Stutterheim of the Berliner Tageblatt says about it:
England's foundation ... is in worse case than France's. In
England the early change-over to pasture, together with
centuries of emigration of farmers overseas, has led to a
thinning-out of the native peasant element, which every
sensible Englishman regards with deep anxiety. In the South,
particularly, a peasant family in the Continental sense has
become a rarity. Instead of working on the family farm, the
peasant girl is serving cakes and lemonade in a near-by tea-
room, while her brother is occupied on a sports ground or at
a filling station.
That is photographically accurate, but to get the whole of the
picture you must look at the London scene, as I have shown it.
Central London, largely a cosmopolitan settlement of parasites
who live by selling goods and services that London could well
dispense with — expensive but inferior food and drink, betting
agencies, gambling machines, bottle parties, nude revues, lunatic
advertising, and the whole process of selling nothing for something.
Outer London, the wilderness where the Slaves of The Job live in
houses that repeat themselves in endless monotony, like incurable
hiccoughs. Beyond that, England, now given over to the cult of
the thistle, the stately home, the ring-fenced park, the prosecution
of trespassers, the tea-room, the filling station, the mushroom
factory.
When I was last in London I went to a revue, one of the best
and wittiest I have ever seen, at the Little Theatre, and there two
players, a man and a woman, sang a song about England. The
picture on the stage was a living reproduction of Ford Madox
Brown's The Last of England'. They sat behind a circular opening
in a dark drop-cloth, so that they looked like two figures in a
miniature. Behind them you saw the rigging of a ship and the
sea. They sat looking steadily and sadly before them, at England
that they were'leaving for ever, and only their lips moved as they
sang. They sang well, and with feeling. They sang of English
fields, of English friends, of the spring in English woods, of their
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